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   Master Class  

 

 Preparing for Ofsted as a Careers Leader 
 

 Thursday 17 October – London 
Thursday 21 November – Leeds 

Tuesday 26 November – Winchester 
Tuesday 10 December – Bristol 

Tuesday 14 January 2020 – Newcastle 
Tuesday 11 February – Plymouth 

Tuesday 25 February - London 
Wednesday 25 March - Birmingham 

  

 

Overview 

There  are many types of careers leader.  Those who come from a teaching background, those who 

come from a careers adviser setting. Those who have been neither, or both. Those who have been in 

the role for a long time, those new to the role. However, all these ‘types’ of careers leader will face 

the  challenge of preparing for Ofsted’s new inspection framework which comes into force in 

September 2019. 

 

The new inspection framework includes a new area of judgement called personal development, 

which incorporates most of the work that comes under the auspices of the careers leader.  Thus 

indicating a heightened interest by Ofsted in the work of the careers department. 

 

 

Learning Outcomes 

• To understand the requirements of the new Ofsted framework pertinent to the careers 

department 

• To be able to support SLT in understanding the needs of the careers department to be able 

to meet these requirements 

• To understand the basics of record keeping that Ofsted will need to see 

• To leave the course with a good basis to start planning for an Ofsted inspection. 

 

PARTICIPANTS should have a good general understanding of the Gatsby Benchmarks and bring 

with them their CEIAG and access policy along with an overview of their careers programme and 

their departmental development plan if they have one. 

 

Target audience 

This course is aimed at careers leaders and their managers to help them understand the transition in 

the way that careers learning will be inspected and the implications this may have on workload, time 

and resources. 

 

Programme 

From 1.30: - Registration, tea and coffee 
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2pm – 2.10pm – Welcome and Introduction  

2.10pm – 3:00pm –  Session 1 

A. The new judgement areas 

• What is behind the change? 

• What is the effect on Careers Leaders? 

 

B. What will they be looking for in a careers leader? 

• The role of CPD 

• Workload, Ambitions & Pupil Premium 

• Engaging parents and the community 

 

C. What is Intent, Implementation & Impact 

•  What are these 3 areas of focus and how will Ofsted be judging them. 

 

D. What is your intent? 

• Activity - Writing an intent statement for CEIAG 

 

3:00pm – 3:15pm – Refreshments 

 

 3:15pm  – 3:45pm – Session Two 

E. What evidence will imspectors be looking for? 

• The judgement descriptors pertaining to CEIAG 

• Activity – What are your key showpieces? – How do they demonstrate implementation? 

 

F. Triangulation 

• Data 

• Observations 

• Speaking to staff and pupils 

 

G. Internal Data 

• Making decisions of what to collect 

• What shows your impact?  

 

H. The role of personal guidance 

• Gatsby 8 

 

A. The Sixth Form Judgement? 

• The obligation to make a comment about CEIAG in the sixth form. 

• Evidence of Effectiveness – the role of destinations. 

 

4:00 – 4:15 –  Preparing for Ofsted – A practical guide to demonstrating impact. 

• A chance to shine 

•  Getting ahead of the game. 

 

4.15 – 4.30 – Summary, questions and close. 
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Trainer Biography  

Janet Colledge is the real life name of @CareersDefender She is a qualified teacher with over 15 
years’ experience providing award winning careers education. Janet is currently Chief Careers 
Education Consultant with Outstanding Careers, and a director of National Careers Week CIC – a 
social enterprise working to improve the quality of careers education for people in the UK. She also 
blogs, presents and writes for various organisations specialising in the management and provision of 
careers education in the 11–19 sector and is a member of the CDI community of interest for  careers 
education and is a member of the Quality in Careers Standard Board. 
  

Booking your place 

Master Class  

CDI members and students - £75 + VAT  Non-Members - £125 + VAT 

Please note that while lunch will not be provided, tea/coffee type refreshments will be available. 

 

https://twitter.com/CareersDefender

